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Abstract Analyzing different pathways by which social–

ecological systems can loose resilience and enter trajecto-

ries of collapse constitutes an important aspect of our quest

towards understanding resource sustainability. This paper’s

goal was to better understand the effect of a particular class

of disturbance—the accumulative effects of routine

stressors—in the context of marine social–ecological sys-

tems. To that effect, we built a system dynamics model

using empirically collected institutional and biological field

data of an artisanal fishery in the Gulf of California,

Mexico. Among our findings, we identified different sce-

narios under which even very small endogenous changes in

the relationship between ecological and institutional vari-

ables can send a seemingly resilient system into a trajectory

of collapse. We discuss why these types of disturbances are

so difficult to prevent and be identified by the users of the

resource, as well as potential strategies to address these

challenges.

Keywords Common-pool resources � Resilience �
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Introduction

Recent concerns of global fisheries overexploitation has

focused research towards understanding sustainability and

the collapse of marine social–ecological systems (Hilborn

et al. 2003; Myers and Worm 2003; Salas et al. 2007). The

application of the concept of resilience as a proxy for

sustainability in social–ecological systems is gaining pop-

ularity among scholars of different persuasions (Perrings

1998; Adger 2000). Resilience is the amount of disturbance

a system can absorb without shifting into an alternate

regime (Holling 1973). The loss of resilience takes place

when a state variable of the system crosses a critical

quantitative threshold, either through a surprise-driven

crisis or a piece-meal process (Carpenter and Gunderson

2001; Folke et al. 2002). When a fisheries social–ecologi-

cal system surpasses a certain threshold, the regeneration

rate is overcome by the harvest rate and, thus, the resource

stock starts to endogenously decrease with eventually

negative consequences for the social–ecological system.

Previous works have considered the loss of resilience of

social–ecological systems mostly as a consequence of

surprise-driven crises that affect the systems’ agents’

ability to cope with sudden perturbations (Carpenter et al.

2001), such as in the case of unusually severe droughts

(Weiss and Bradley 2001), sudden increases in fishing

effort (Jackson et al. 2001), or environmental disturbances

occurring in the conservation phase of social–ecological

systems’ adaptive cycles (Holling et al. 1995).

While work that has documented surprise-driven crises

has been important in helping develop an understanding of

the dynamics of social–ecological systems, the role of

piece-meal processes, that is, the incremental effect of non-

novel or routine factors, may play in the loss of resilience

of social–ecological systems has received comparatively
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less attention (Rudolph and Repenning 2002). As an

example of a piece-meal-produced crisis—thereafter,

quantity-induced crisis—is the well-documented case of a

Sri Lankan fishery as described by Alexander (1977).

Fishers in the fishing village of Mawelle developed an

ingenuous system to control the intensity of their fishing

effort in the face of a population increase (a state variable

of the system). They deployed their nets in a very orderly

sequence in order to allow equal access to catches during

the year. This system worked well as long as the population

did not exceed a certain threshold. But the system’s success

led it to fail due to the quantity effect. While there were

only twenty nets, a man received 1/160th of the annual

catch. That was because at least eight men were needed to

haul in a net and, therefore, it was divided into eight

ownership shares. But, if after a man’s death his two sons

took joint ownership of the net, they each received only

1/360th of the annual catch. To avoid the collective action

problems caused by the above endogenous dynamics, leg-

islation was enacted by the national government requiring

the registration of beach-seines throughout the country.

This solution was very ineffective in controlling the entry

of new fishers, which drove the system to a situation of

virtual collapse in which, at some point, more than 100 nets

were being deployed at very low levels of productivity.

In order to address this gap in the literature, we created a

simulation model based on the Seri callo de hacha (CDH)

fishery in the Gulf of California, Mexico (Basurto 2005,

2006, 2008) to illustrate how the incremental effect of

stressors can be, in certain cases, sufficient to lead even a

seemingly resilient artisanal fishing social–ecological sys-

tem to collapse. We chose this particular fishery because it

has been sufficiently documented and constitutes an exam-

ple of resilience to overfishing as compared to other social–

ecological systems in the region (Moreno et al. 2005).

In its starkest form, the model assumes that the stock of

CDH decreases from being extracted by Seri fishers and

increases through the regeneration of the biological popu-

lation of CDH. The resilience of the fishery would be

jeopardized when the rate of extraction becomes higher

than the regeneration rate. While apparently obvious, the

dynamics of this class of models may be counter-intuitive,

depending on the values assumed for critical parameters,

like the intrinsic growth rate of the resource base (Brander

and Taylor 1998) or the degree of non-linearity of key

behavior functions (Anderies 2000).

We use a simulation model in this paper not as an

attempt in validating a particular explanation of the world

in the sense of establishing truthfulness, but, rather, as a

procedure to identify hidden patterns and to learn about

complex system dynamics (Sterman 2000). In particular,

we will show that building and simulating a system

dynamic model for the Seri fishery, even though

parameters refer to a context-specific case, can help to

identify a kind of general time-signature for quantity-

induced crises, which can affect other fishing common-

pool resource systems (Morecroft 2007; Randers 2007).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we

provide a brief background of the case study, followed by

the system dynamics methodology and the results of the

simulations highlighting the argument that apparently

resilient systems, like the Seri fishery, can easily fall into a

path of loss of resilience through non-novelty crises. In the

Discussion section, we discuss the results of the simula-

tions, paying particular attention to the momentum built in

the system, that is, the degree in which a system like the

Seri fishery can be hit by a quantity-induced crisis.

Background

The Seri fishery stands out among other fishing communi-

ties in the Gulf of California region for their ability to

govern and conserve their fishing resources without col-

lapsing (Basurto and Ostrom 2009). In comparison, the

neighboring fishing town of Kino Viejo (KV) (Fig. 1)—

located immediately south of the Seri—using the same

harvesting technology and exploiting the same species, was

unable to do the same (Moreno et al. 2005). Callos de hacha

(CDHs) are sessile bivalve mollusks that live buried in

Fig. 1 Location of the Infiernillo Channel, the Seri PC Village, and

the mestizo Kino Viejo (KV) village
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sandy bottoms. Atrina tuberculosa is the most important

CDH species in the region and is harvested for its edible

adductor muscle because it brings high prices to the national

market (Basurto 2005). Fishers dive to unbury CDH using a

rudimentary underwater breathing apparatus connected

through a long hose to an air compressor mounted atop a

fiberglass outboard motor boat. Typically, a fishing team

consists of one or two divers and two crew members who

motor the boat and handle the catch on the surface. The

CDH fishery is one of many Mexican small-scale fisheries

not actively regulated by the federal government and

managed by the Seri under a common property regimen.

The entire Seri CDH fishery takes place inside of the

Infiernillo Channel, a long (41-km), narrow, and shallow

(average depth of 5.5 m) body of water that runs south

to north and is flanked on the west by Tiburon Island,

Mexico’s largest, and to the east by the continental coast

of the Mexican state of Sonora (Fig. 1). The Infiernillo

Channel constitutes a de facto exclusive fishing zone for the

Seri of the PC village.

The channel is widely believed to hold the most abun-

dant CDH banks in the region and the entire Seri CDH

fishery takes place there. Given outsiders’ demand to fish

inside the channel, the Seri have designed a number of

rules to grant access to outsiders which they can monitor

and enforce at a low cost to the community (Basurto 2005).

One rule specifically dictates that, for a non-Seri fishing

crew to become an authorized entrant, a member of the Seri

community must be hired as part of the fishing crew. This

rule allows granting access rights to generate economic

benefits to different members of the Seri community, given

that it is customary to share the catch among all of the

members of the fishing crew. This rule also allows Seri to

monitor the compliance of another rule dictating that

fishers must not fish in culturally important areas, such as

Infiernillo Channel’s sandbars exposed at low tide inter-

vals. Sandbar harvesting constitutes a subsistence practice

hundreds of years old, where CDH harvesting takes place

without the need for diving and is noteworthy for the active

participation of members of the Seri community such as

women, children, and elders. The most important sandbar

harvesting events can become large communal gatherings.

To successfully harvest bivalves in sandbars, members of

the community must rely on detailed ecological knowledge

if harvesting is to take place before the water has covered

them again. This knowledge allows community members

to notice differences in abundance from one harvesting

event to the next. If they notice significant or unexpected

differences in abundance, they usually think (justifiably or

not) that commercial divers have been harvesting there

against communal agreement. Seri commercial fishers, in

turn, frequently blame outside fishermen, and when enough

uproar about such rule-breaking is created within the

community, permits to outside fishers are forfeited, despite

authorized entrants’ protests. Community members ask

outsiders to leave the channel or have their fishing gear

confiscated, and the overall result is a decrease in fishing

effort inside of the channel (Basurto 2005).

Several biological and ecological characteristics also

contribute to the maintenance of this social–ecological

system. While the Infiernillo Channel is home to the most

extensive meadows of eelgrass Zostera marina in western

Mexico (Felger and Moser 1985), eelgrasses are almost

absent outside of it (Torre-Cosı́o 2002). At the time of the

maximum coverage, Zostera occupies up to 22% of the

channel’s bottom, and throughout the 8 months that eelg-

rasses are present in the channel, distinct CDH beds are

covered and out of reach for harvesting (Torre-Cosı́o 2002).

Scholars have reported that CDH Atrina tuberculosa and

related species’ rapid growth and sexual maturation rate at

1 year of age (Niebla-Larreta 2006; Angel-Pérez et al.

2007) results in more than 70% of the harvests in the Infi-

ernillo Channel being more than 1 year old (Basurto 2008),

indicating that most of the CDH have already spawned at

least once before being harvested, which, in turn, supports

the continued sustainability of the CDH population. Alto-

gether, the social–ecological factors described above seem

to make CDHs more resilient to perturbations or stressing

factors than other marine species in which harvesting

practices are linked more closely to reproductive behavior.

Methodology

The system dynamics methodology

System dynamics is an appropriate tool to address the

goal of this paper because allows the construction and

analysis of mathematical models and simulation scenarios

that identify critical feedbacks influencing the system

(Costanza and Ruth 1998; Stave 2002). System dynamics

has been increasingly used in a wide variety of environ-

mental and resource settings (Cavana and Ford 2004),

such as global environmental sustainability (Meadows

et al. 2004), water resource planning in irrigation systems

(Ostrom 2001), and ecological modeling (Costanza et al.

1993, 2001). A detailed description of system dynamics

methodology with special emphasis on social ecological

systems is given by Ford (1999) and a very understandable

general explanation about how to apply it can be found by

Saysel et al. (2002).

Model description

The basic model is formalized as the simple stock-flow

structure (Fig. 2). The complete VENSIM model is
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available upon request. In the model, there are two main

feedback loops. In the first one, highlighted by the thicker

line at the top of the diagram, an increase in the state

variable CDH population increases the regeneration rate

and, thus, increases the CDH population in the next peri-

ods. This positive or reinforcing loop also works in the

opposite direction: a decrease in the CDH population leads

to further decreases in that population. The second main

feedback loop is a negative or balancing one: the increase

in the CDH population leads to a decrease in that popula-

tion in the future due to the effect of larger populations

over the resource base.

This effect is based on the Beverton–Holt equation that

is used to model fish populations (Ricker 1975). The

equation gives the number of CDH that survive until

reaching the reproductive age as a simple function of the

number of CDH, the carrying parameter, and an S param-

eter, which specifies the rate of adjustment of the births at

very low densities of population.1 The time path of the

immature CDH population is then given by the following

differential equation:

o Immature CDH populationð Þ=ot
¼ Regeneration rate�Maturation rate

where

Regeneration ratet = Birthst � Survival rate

and

Survival rate¼ If total CDH population

\carrying capacity; 1
total CDH populationt
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Fig. 2 A simple model for CDH population dynamics. Variables

inside the boxes are the state variables of the system, while the others

are either parameters, like the carrying capacity of the fishery,

estimated by extrapolating observations in a sample of the total area,

or auxiliary variables, like the harvest rate. The harvest rate is given

by institutional rules that determine fishing effort, that is, the number

the days that fishermen go to sea, and by the capture capacity, given

by the average number of boats deployed in the fishery, which also

depends on the specific institutional rules adopted by the community.

The positive signs indicate there is a direct relationship between the

variables and the negative signs an inverse one. Thus, the total

amount of CDH caught increases with the harvest rate and with CDH

density in the channel, and decreases when the size of the area of the

channel covered by marine vegetation rises. The mark R indicates the

presence of a positive or self-reinforcing loop. Hence, increases

(decreases) in CDH mature population increase (decrease) the

regeneration rate and, thus, the CDH mature population in the next

period. The mark B indicates the presence of a negative or balancing

loop. The regeneration rate, thus, depends on the fertility rate of

female CDH and on the survival rate given by the Beverton–Holt

equation: the larger the total CDH population (CDH) in relation to

carrying capacity (CC) on the x axis, the lower the survival rate on the

y axis, and the smaller the CDH population in the next period. The

sign of the loop, that is, whether it is of self-reinforcing or balancing

type, is obtained by multiplying the signs of the relationships included

in the loop. The system may collapse if the flow of total CDH caught

exceeds a safety level beyond which the regeneration rate in the next

periods will be lower than the total harvests, which leads the self-

reinforcing loop (in its collapse mode, in which decreases in the CDH

population lead to further decreases) to dominate the systems’

dynamics

1 For modeling purposes, the surviving rate is modeled as an if then
else function set at zero when the total CDH population exceeds the

carrying capacity.
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Births tð Þ = Mature CDH populationðtÞ � Female percent

� Fecundity rate= Reproductive average lifeð Þ

The differential equation for the CDH mature population

dynamics is as follows:

o CDH mature populationð Þ=ot

¼ Maturation rate� Total CDH caught

in which

Maturation ratetþ1 ¼ delay fixed birthst; 1; 1000ð Þ
Total CDH caughtt ¼ harvest ratet

which means that surviving CDHs will reach the mature

cohort after 1 year of its birth, being the initial value of

simulation equal to 1,000 entities.

The harvest rate, for simplicity, is given by the equation

below:

Harvest ratet ¼ Fishing effortt � 365

� Number of organisms per boat

� Average boatst

and

Fishing effortt ¼ Rule in uset

where the ‘fishing effort’ is a decision variable varying

between 0 and 1, indicating the percentage of the days of

the year that Seri fishermen go to sea. This variable takes

into account environmental conditions and the rules that

the community has devised to control fishing effort, which

result in that fishers harvest CDHs on only 50% of the days

of the year. The capture capacity is given by the ‘average

number of boats’ deployed by the fishermen (which also

depends on the rules in use) times the capture capacity per

boat (number of organisms per boat). The total harvest,

however, depends on the density of CDH in the channel.

The variable CDH density below incorporates the effect of

fishing efficiency: the larger the population of mature

organisms density in the channel, the easier it is to find

CDHs with the same fishing effort. The potential mature

organisms caught, hence, is given for:

Potential CDH caught ¼ Harvest ratet � CDH densityt

but the effective total CDH caught is given for:

Effective total CDH caughtt

¼harvest ratet�Mature CDH populationt�CDH densityt

�harvest ratet�percentange of seagrass coveraget

�Mature CDH populationt�CDH densityt

The equation assumes that fishing occurs only in areas of

the channel not covered by marine vegetation, hence, we

have to subtract from the potential total of CDH caught the

amount which will not be caught due vegetation coverage

protection. Field research by Torre-Cosı́o (2002) and

Basurto (2008) reported that, during roughly 8 months of

the year, the eelgrass Zostera marina covers 22% of the

Infiernillo Channel’s sea bottom, and in the remaining

months of the year, the algae Caulerpa spp. covers about 6%.

The stock of CDHs in a particular year refers to the

number of CDH born and entering the mature cohort, and,

thus, increasing the size of the stock. The basic dynamics

of the system is the following: if too many CDH are har-

vested, the sexually mature population will decrease, as

will the amount of births in the coming periods. This is a

reinforcing process where, if the initial decrease is not very

large, it will be checked at some point by the balancing

loop, that is, the decrease in population increases the sur-

vival rate of juvenile CDH, which stops the decline, sta-

bilizing the mature population at a lower level of CDH. But

if the initial decrease surpasses a critical level, the effect of

the balancing loop may be not sufficient to compensate for

the increase in the harvest rate, which makes the regener-

ation fall below the harvest rate; henceforth, the system

will enter a collapse trajectory. Thus, the loss of resilience

of a social–ecological system may be seen as a bifurcation

point given by a change in loop dominance. The system is

resilient as far as the balancing loop is the dominant one; it

will loose resilience when the reinforcing loop (working in

its decline mode) becomes dominant. Simulations in the

next section provide an illustration of this process.

Simulations

The parameter values assumed in the simulations below are

shown in Table 1.

The values in Table 1 are based on extensive empirical

fieldwork unless data were not available, in which case

they were roughly estimated. The carrying capacity, for

instance, was estimated by extrapolating the amount of

CDH found in a small part of the channel to the total area.

The fecundity rate was calculated so that 90% occupation

of the carrying capacity for CDH could be achieved in the

absence of human harvesting. The fecundity rate, in other

words, was calibrated in order to solve the following sys-

tem of equations:

births ¼ normal death rate

births ¼ mature CDH population� female percent

� fecundity rate= reproductive average lifeð Þ
� effect of the population increase

normal death rate ¼ mature CDH population=

average lifetime

mature CDH population ¼ 90% of the carrying capacity

Sustain Sci (2009) 4:139–149 143
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where the effect of the population increase is given by the

Beverton–Holt equation, the female percentage is assumed

as 50% of the total population, and the average lifetime and

reproductive average life are, respectively, 10 and 1 years.

To place some of the assumptions in perspective,

assume that there are initially 20 million adult CDH in the

channel. With 50% females with a fecundity rate of 20

CDH, the number of CDH born each year is

10,000,000 9 20/9, that is 10 million female CDH, times

the fecundity rate, divided by the average reproductive life,

or 22 million CDH. If the survival rate for high populations

(given by the Beverton–Holt equation) is 33%, the number

of CDH that are born and survive each year will be

6.6 million.

If the fishermen fish 50% of the days of the year, each

boat will harvest 2,160 organisms 9 365 9 0.5, which is

about 394,200 CDH/year. If about 30% of the CDH fished

are immature organisms, that amount corresponds to

approximately 117,000 and 277,000 immature and mature

CDH, respectively. As there are 60 and 30 organisms,

respectively, per kg, the total amount of CDH harvested

will be approximately 11 tons per boat/year, or 143 tons

for the 13 boats that fish on average in the Infiernillo

Channel. If, finally, the vegetal coverage prevents, on

average, 17% of the channel to be exploited during the

year, that is, 0.22 9 8 months ? 0.06 9 4 months)/12, the

total CDH harvested by the Seri during a year will be

119 tons.

But the dynamics of the models can be very complex

(and somewhat counterintuitive). For illustrating that

complexity, let’s suppose that the Seri fishermen are

presently deploying 13 boats, fishing during half of the

days of the year, and that the initial population of CDH in

the fishery is at 90% of its carrying capacity. (This initial

utilization level is not important for whichever values are

assumed for the initial populations. Since the right pro-

portion between immature and mature CDH are observed,2

the total CDH population converges for a value of

approximately 80% of the carrying capacity in the long

term.)

Let’s examine first the effect of surprises such as an

environmental shock produced by a permanent reduction of

the vegetal coverage in the channel. For simplicity sake,

let’s suppose four different scenarios (Fig. 3). In the 13

boats with very severe environmental shock scenario from

year 5 of the simulation onwards, the degree of severity of

the environmental shock is modeled as the complete and

permanent disappearance of the vegetal coverage. The

other scenarios assume that natural protection is 75 and

50% lower than its original value depicted in the 13 boats

without shock scenario. It is a small wonder that the larger

the magnitude of the shock, the more serious its impact is

on the system. In other words, there is an (approximately)

linear relation between surprises and their effects upon the

system.3 The scenario representing a very severe environ-

mental shock with institutional response in Fig. 4 shows

that a reduction of about 10% in the fishing effort would be

Table 1 Parameter values for the simulations of the Seri fishery

Carrying capacity 24,316 9 103

organisms

Female percentage 0.5

Fecundity rate 20 organisms

Reproductive average life 9 years

S 0.5

Immature period 1 year

Fishing effort 0.5

Average number of boats deployed 13

Number of organisms harvested

per boat/day

2,160

Percentage of mature organisms/total

organisms harvested

70

Number of mature organisms per kg 30

Number of immature organisms per kg 60

Percentage of the channel protected by

vegetation coverage

22%—January/

August;

6%—September/

December

CDH
Population

40,000 

32,500

25,000

17,500

10,000

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75

                                (2) 
↓

(4)
(3)
(1)

(1) 13 boats with very  severe shock
(2) 13 boats without shock
(3) 13 boats with severe shock
(4) 13 boats with moderate shock

Time (Year)

Fig. 3 Total CDH population in four different environmental shock

scenarios. The 13 boats with very severe shock scenario is modeled as

the complete disappearance of the vegetation coverage from year 5

onwards, which would increase harvesting rates correspondingly. The

effect of environmental shocks like that would reduce the equilibrium

CDH population, but would not lead the system to collapse altogether.

The 13 boats with severe shock scenario and the 13 boats with

moderate shock scenario assume, respectively, 50 and 25% decreases

in the vegetation coverage

2 That is, the proportion of 1–9 following the age cohorts.
3 For example, the collapse of the Maya civilization is usually

explained by the very severe droughts that happened in the late classic

period (Gill 2000). But if the Maya had been able to cope with the

droughts, by reducing water consumption, the Maya civilization could

have, in theory, survived for many more years.
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enough to drive the system back to the pre-collapse situa-

tion. In other words, that is exactly what an intuitive view

about resilience would suggest. Unexpected large shocks

may severely disturb the system when not followed by

adequate institutional responses. Thus, the question is how

do societies cope with surprises? If they are able to answer

appropriately to new and unexpected challenges, the sys-

tem will be resilient. If not, the system will become less

productive and eventually collapse.

But the effect of non-novelty stressors on resilience is

more subtle. In order to see that, let’s suppose a scenario

with 16 boats labeled as 16 boats run in Fig. 5—where

three additional boats owned by Kino Viejo (KV) fisher-

men gained access to the channel and are added to the 13

boats traditionally deployed by the Seri fishery starting

from year 5 of the simulation. As it would be expected, the

effect is a reduction in the CDH population in the channel

to approximately 50% of the value obtained in the first

scenario with 13 boats. But observe that the system has not

collapsed; it was able to keep its integrity, although at a

lower level of efficiency.

Something totally different happens when one more boat

is added: the 17 boats scenario. Just one additional boat is

enough to make the fishery enter into a collapse trajectory.

Why does that happen?

The answer is not at all intuitive: in passing the threshold

of 16 boats, the reinforcing loop R (in Fig. 2), working in its

decline mode, starts dominating the system’s dynamics.

The smaller stock of mature CDH remaining after the

increase in the harvest rate implies, henceforth, less births

and, therefore, lower regeneration rates. This important

characteristic of the reinforcing loop being able to work in

one of two directions is critical for understanding why small

variations in exogenous variables such as the one that we

are assuming here is able to force the system to enter into a

collapse path. Before reaching this tipping point, the sys-

tem’s dynamics was dominated by the balancing loop (B):

the increase in the harvest rate decreased the CDH mature

population and the regeneration rate due to the fall in the

number of CDH being born. The decrease in the CDH

population, however, decreased the pressure over the

environment as well, which increased the number of births,

equilibrating the system in a new (lower) level of activity.

After crossing this critical threshold, therefore, a change in

loop dominance occurs and the system starts to be domi-

nated by the reinforcing loop (R). That’s why the new

equilibrium is an unstable one. Once the threshold is cros-

sed, small deviations from the new equilibrium, such as

the decrease in the stock of CDH mature population

caused by the increase of adding one boat to the fleet, are

amplified.

At the unstable equilibrium of 16 boats, for the same

reason, the fishery is much more vulnerable to environ-

mental shocks such as a decrease in the channel vegetal

coverage, which, as mentioned above, is a kind of natural

protection for CDH because it prevents fishing in the area

covered. The two graphs in Fig. 6 depict the sensitivity of

the solutions to random variations in the vegetal coverage.

In both cases, we performed Monte-Carlo simulations for

the CDH total population, varying randomly the parameters

for vegetal coverage in the 13 and 16 boats scenarios,

respectively. The conclusion is that, when the fishery is at

its instability tipping point, variations in environmental

conditions that could have been perfectly bearable in other

circumstances can drive the system to collapse. This is

exactly what several authors have pointed out. The pro-

gressive increase in the resource usage can make the sys-

tem more vulnerable even to small environmental shocks

(e.g., Carpenter et al. 2001; Diamond 2005).

CDH
Population
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Time (Year)
 (1) Total CDH Population : very severe shock with institutional response

  (2) Total CDH Population : very severe shock without institutional response

Fig. 4 The effect of institutional responses in counteracting envi-

ronmental shocks. The reduction of about 10% in the fishing effort

represented in the very severe shock with institutional response
scenario—that is, with a reduction in the number of days that the

fishermen go to sea—would be enough to drive the system back to the

pre-collapse situation
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 (3) Total CDH Population : 13 boats 
 (2) Total CDH Population : 16 boats

Fig. 5 The effect of quantities on Seri fishery’s resilience. The

quantity effect in action: the increase of only one boat to the Seri

fleet—16 to 17 boats—may lead the system to collapse, that is, the

CDH population to go commercially extinct. When there is no human

harvesting—zero boats scenario—the population converges to the

carrying capacity, as it will be shown in Fig. 7
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The dynamics of a social–ecological system such as the

Seri fishery described above may be generalized in the

following way. In the absence of any human harvesting,

the CDH population would grow from low levels of density

until the carrying capacity was totally occupied, following

the logistic pattern predicted by the Beverton–Holt equa-

tion, as depicted in Fig. 7.

Incorporating the anthropogenic factor, however, makes

for more complex dynamics. As far as the harvest rate is

concerned, in Fig. 8, it is smaller than the fishery’s re-

growth rate. The stock of mature CDH population increases

and so does the CDH total population. This happens in the

region of the graph where the re-growth curve is above the

harvest rate curve.4 However, if initial conditions for

simulation change, for instance, if the mature CDH popu-

lation fell below a certain critical level defined as a tipping

point in response to a environmental shock, the tendency

would be towards instability, that is, the CDH population

will continue to fall in the following periods. The reason

being that, below the tipping point, the system’s re-growth

rate will be smaller than the harvest rate of CDH.

In Fig. 9, a scenario representing the ‘‘16 boats thresh-

old crossing’’ is represented in order to help understand the

dynamics involved. Suppose that Seri fishermen are ini-

tially harvesting only part of the stock of CDH available in

the channel and deploying 13 boats. The stock of CDH at

this time is, say, at the level St. Now, suppose that the

number of boats deployed by the fishermen increases, from

13 to 16 boats. This second situation is represented by an

upward shifting of the harvest rate curve and the new

equilibrium level will be at St?1.

This new equilibrium level could, in theory, be sus-

tained, although Seri fishers have now become more vul-

nerable to environmental shocks. But suppose that, due to

13 boats

Total CDH Population
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Time (Year)
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0
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Fig. 6 Sensitivity of the fishery’s dynamics to variations in environ-

mental conditions. In the 17 boats scenario on the right side, the

system becomes more vulnerable to environmental shocks compared

to the 13 boats scenario. A reduction in the marine vegetation

coverage may lead the CDH population to disappear altogether
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0
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Fig. 7 CDH population dynamics without human harvesting. In the

absence of human harvesting, the CDH population would follow the

traditional logistic pattern presented by all biological populations,

stabilizing itself at the carrying capacity level

Re-growth rate: 
Births-Natural
Deaths     S1 →  ← S0

Critical
Stock

↑

↑

   Equilibrium 

       Stock 

Change 
In
the CDH 
Population

Harvest Rate 

Fig. 8 Tipping points in CDH population dynamics. If the CDH

population falls below the critical stock, the harvest rate becomes

larger than the re-growth rate and the next period will be lower,

leading the stock to decrease further. Once the system crosses that

tipping point, therefore, the system enters an endogenous trajectory of

collapse

4 The re-growth curve represents the logistic pattern predicted by the

Beverton–Holt equation, presented in Fig. 7: stocks grow fast at the

beginning and slower for large populations. The harvest rate curve

represents the amount of CDH harvested by the fleet deployed

operating at full capacity.
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the presence of one unnoticed boat for the neighboring

town of KV, the population of CDH falls below the critical

stock (Sc). In this case, the CDH population would enter a

collapsing trajectory merely due to the quantity effect,

exactly as it was shown in the simulation exercise for ‘‘17

boats’’ in Fig. 5.

Discussion

Our analyses indicate that an incremental effect may be a

major cause of loss of resilience of common-pool resource

systems like the Seri CDH fishery. Systems facing an

ongoing stream of routine stressors have thresholds or

tipping points beyond which performance rapidly col-

lapses. We showed that this happens because, at those

thresholds, changes in looping dominance occur. For lower

intensities of stress, balancing loops tend to lead the system

to an equilibrium state. For higher levels of stress, the

system may be pushed away from the equilibrium and

reinforcing loops begin to dominate the system’s dynamics.

While understanding loss of resilience crises requires

considering both surprises and the incremental effects of

routine stressors that a particular system can be subject to,

crises induced mainly by the accumulation of routine

stressors are quite different to crises induced mainly by

surprises.

A typical surprise-induced crisis results from events for

which a social–ecological system does not have an

appropriate response within its repertoire, for instance, a

temporary environmental shock that would impair the

buffering role played by the vegetal coverage in the Infi-

ernillo Channel. Incremental effects-induced crises are

more difficult to recognize than surprise-induced crises,

given that change might be unnoticeable or subtle until it

reaches a tipping point, where the system flips to a different

state altogether. In order to address this issue, researchers

would need to be able to conceptualize and measure

resilience as the distance of a particular social–ecological

system from its tipping point, so that agents could be able

to prevent the crisis before it happens. Identifying a priori

the vulnerability of the system to an incremental effects-

induced crises is extremely difficult however (Moxnes

2000). Initially, the amount of CDH harvested increases in

response to increasing the number of boats, which decrease

the population of mature CDH. But unlike situations where

the balancing loop dominates the system dynamics, when it

crosses its tipping point, the decrease in CDH mature

population is large enough to make the reinforcing loop the

dominant one. Hence, rather than stabilizing, the popula-

tion and harvest rate start to decrease along a self-rein-

forcing path. Thus, our analysis suggests that this particular

quantity-induced crisis may have an identifiable time sig-

nature: a rising level of resource extraction—tons of CDH

harvested—followed by a sharp decline, as shown in the

‘‘17 boats’’ scenario in Fig. 10.

The explanation for the change in loop dominance is

simply that the inclusion of one additional boat in year 5 of

the simulation allows the death rate to consistently over-

come the birth rate, henceforth, pushing the system into an

endogenous (self-reinforcing) decline trajectory, as shown

in Fig. 11.

More often than not, users of a common-pool resource

system fail to recognize that their systems are falling into a

collapse trajectory (Moxnes 2000). The experience that

people have before crossing the tipping point is likely to

misguide them when the crisis arrives. After all, things

Stock
Change
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                              Critical  
                               Stock 
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(2) Harvest Rate:  13 boats 

Fig. 9 The dynamics of overexploitation in the Seri fishery. A larger

fleet implies that the system will become less resilient to shocks. If 16

boats are deployed, a decrease in the marine vegetation coverage,

which would allow fishermen to catch more CDH in a given year,

would reduce the stock of CDH in the next year to below Sc, leading

the system to be dominated by the self-reinforcing loop in its collapse

mode. If only 13 boats are deployed, however, Sc is not a tipping point

of the system; in the next period, the population will increase again

because re-growth, that is, the regeneration rate, will be larger than

the harvest rate
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Fig. 10 Time signature for quantity-induced crises. A possible time

signature for quantity-induced crises in fishing common-pool resource

systems is a temporal increase in harvesting (around year 5 in the

figure), followed by a collapse in resource availability
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went well before and apparently nothing new has actually

happened to suggest that they must change their behavior.

Nevertheless, perhaps the understanding that small changes

may, in certain circumstances, lead to drastic changes in

the environment may help common-pool resource users

better understand the dynamics and build preventive mea-

sures with which they can maintain their social–ecological

systems.
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